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pickup  Fresh evergreen holiday wreaths, order
now to ship by Nov. 20  Happy Holiday! We’re
closed Thanksgiving Day

25% OFF Nov 1-14
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Evergreen Shrubs
SUNNY MONEY is
back! Earn bucks for
redemption now

An idyllic scene from Burley Lagoon at high tide. Ed Johnson, KP News

Burley Lagoon Geoduck Battle Enters Next Phase
Taylor Shellfish Company submitted a draft environmental impact statement
that opponents said failed to consider significant impacts on biodiversity.
SARA THOMPSON, KP NEWS
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public comments focused on concerns
The Taylor Shellfish Co. moved one about loose plastic from the geoduck gear,
step closer in its quest to replace part of noise, and the deleterious effects on other
its existing Manila clam and oyster beds wildlife (“Large-Scale Geoduck Farming
in Burley Lagoon with geoducks when it Possible in Burley Lagoon,” KP News, Dec.
submitted a draft environmental impact 2016). At the time it was anticipated that
statement (DEIS) to the Pierce County a DEIS would be submitted within a year.
PALS reviewed an early draft and said
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clams have been under active cultivation. website and as a hard copy in the Key
In 2014 Taylor Shellfish submitted a Center Library, outlines the environmental
permit request that would allow them to impact of three scenarios. The first, Taylor
convert 25.5 acres to geoduck farming. Shellfish’s preferred plan, would be to
PALS reviewed the proposal and because it replace 25.5 acres of existing clam and
was different from other permitted projects oyster beds with geoducks, planted in
— more acreage, a relatively enclosed loca- phases. Nursery tubes, either solid plastic
tion, and denser population — it required or mesh, would be used to protect young
clams as well as predator exclusion netting.
an environmental impact statement.
At a public hearing held in 2016 most The second scenario would allow geoduck

